Top Ten Ways to Warm Up During the Winter

10 Stop in every building on your way from class to class

The campus is really big, and walking from Graves to Bullfinch is enough to make you consider leaving Andover for good. Instead of going home, stop in each building on your way, your teacher will understand.

9 Put on some extra body fat

It’s not hard to put on weight at Andover, especially during the winter. A combination of take-out every night, plus no outdoor exercise, is a sure way to put on the pounds you need to stay warm and insulated during the cold winter months.

8 Find Manwei Chan.

For those of you who don’t know him, Manwei ’11 is recognizable campus wide for his bright orange jacket. The jacket is large enough to keep him warm plus one, maybe more.

7 Get good gear.

Kennedy Edmonds ’12 is attempting to start a new fashion trend by bringing back earmuffs in the style of Dora the Explorer from CVS. Other innovative clothing ideas include silk underwear, which supposedly trap in body heat, and the ever popular Snuggies! Snuggies are blankets with sleeves, and according to the commercial, a Snuggie “gives you the freedom to use your hands... use your laptop without being cold, or enjoy a snack while staying snuggly warm!” You can wear your Snuggie in your dorm room, at sporting events and in classes. Remember, there is no bad weather, only bad gear.